More than just measuring and monitoring performance, Corporater provides tools to motivate people to make the best decisions and to quickly respond to changing business conditions.

Act to drive performance
Corporater offers a holistic environment for aligning all of your business units and processes, helping you to manage risks, initiatives, resources, and competencies.

Translate strategy into a measurable framework
Turn the vague, imprecise realm of visions and strategies into clear and objective performance measures, and cascade throughout your organization.

Communicate strategy across your organization
Create strategic awareness by using Strategy Maps and Balanced Scorecards - both what you want to accomplish and how you will accomplish it. Share performance results across your organization.

Align your business units and processes
Corporater offers a holistic environment for aligning all of your business units and processes, helping you to manage risks, initiatives, resources, and competencies.

About Corporater
Corporater is an emerging leader in providing enterprise performance management software. With a commitment of Business in Control, Corporater delivers a powerful, user-friendly solution that is easy to implement and maintain.

Enterprise Performance Management Suite is used by over 1000 organizations worldwide in a wide range of public and private businesses including municipalities.

Visit www.corporater.com for more information

Corporater EPM Suite places strategy at the heart of enterprise performance management, ensuring that customers have everything they need to execute strategy and manage their performance management framework.

Our web-based business strategy software interface creates balanced scorecards, operational dashboards, strategy maps, strategic initiatives, enterprise reports, risk models, and related performance management disciplines - including quality improvements, financial resources, human resources, and others.

World’s Leading Provider of Enterprise Performance Management Solutions
Align your business units and processes

Align all of your business units and processes within one performance management portal. Whether you are looking to manage your risks and opportunities, or the human or financial resources necessary to drive your performance, Corporater offers a holistic environment for alignment.

Our fully flexible approach enables you to work the way you manage by easily combining elements - track the financial resources and risk factors associated with your projects, for example. Provide users and managers with a comprehensive view of performance.

Organizational alignment

- Align corporate, business units, support units, external partners, and boards with strategy
- Integrate strategy into the planning, budgeting, management reviews, and reporting processes

- Identify and assess risk exposure
- Set thresholds and monitor risk factors
- Create risk reports and share corrective action to users and groups

- Locate root causes of performance problems
- Identify and share best practices
- Benchmark performance

- Monitor strategic expenditures
- Communicate rationale and policies behind forecasts and plans
- Support driver-based planning and rolling forecasts

- Align personal goals with strategy
- Track progress in meeting goals and milestones
- Link incentive compensation to targeted scorecard measures

- Monitor and follow up quality issues
- Model continuous/continual quality improvement programs
- Communicate and report results across your organization

- Measure processes and monitor progress
- Create and visualize cause and effect linkages
- Link to risk assessment and financial tracking tools
- Communicate and report results across your organization

Scorecard view

Strategic Initiatives
Translate Strategy Into Action

Turn the vague, imprecise realm of visions and strategies into clear and objective performance measures. Building traditional scorecard structures, such as perspectives, strategic objectives, and KPIs, helps breaking down overall strategic concepts into measurable and easily understandable action elements.

Each metric can be presented on its own page to display detailed tables and graphs showing trends, historical information, and underlying data.

Communicate Strategy & Create Strategic Awareness

Management is about communication. Motivate employees through communication and education.

Communicate vision, mission, and strategy by using Strategy Maps and Balanced Scorecards - both what you want to accomplish and how you will accomplish it.

Transparency

Build transparency within your organization by sharing performance results across the entire organization. Ensure that best practices are exercised by all.

Develop employee competencies

Motivate employees through communication and education. Ensure that best practices are exercised by all.

Act to Increase Employee Performance

Corporater EPM Suite helps promote a culture of performance at all levels and seeks to increase employee performance by offering integrated tools for managing initiatives, activities, and tasks that drive your organization’s strategy.

- Create individual pages that offer easy access to tasks and information
- View complex initiatives as sub-tasks or milestones
- Track status and progress of initiatives and their components
- Create dashboard pages to track initiative performance
Corporater offers a holistic view of your business performance

Corporater EPM Suite is designed for business users - in government organizations, non-profits, and in all types of businesses and industries. Create and maintain a culture of performance through managing metrics, scorecards, dashboards, initiatives, and plans. Easily adapt and respond to constantly changing business needs - without relying on your IT department.

Easy to use

A web based solution designed for business users, Corporater EPM Suite enables organizations focus on effectively executing their strategy, rather than dealing with the IT complexities that comes with traditional enterprise solutions.

Flexible

Built to support the Balanced Scorecard, EPM Suite also supports quality initiatives, such as Lean, Six Sigma, EFQM, and can be easily customized to meet your unique management needs.

Powerful and certified

Corporater EPM Suite is Palladium Kaplan-Norton Balanced Scorecard Certified Software. It is scalable to any size of organisation.

Fast results

Ready to run and easy to use, we ensure a successful roll-out to your entire organization. We also offer Corporater EPM Suite as a service - on-demand, with no software to install or maintain.

Automation

Connect to your existing data to automate collection. Automatically generate and distribute reports, alerts, notifications, and forms.

Clarity

Summarize your overall business performance at a glance. Quickly navigate to problem areas, and identify root causes.

Popular use areas

- Scorecards and performance dashboards
- Enterprise reporting
- Initiative management
- Risk management
- Strategic visualization tools
- Employee performance management

Corporater EPM Suite

Performance Dashboard

Strategy Map

Corporater EPM Suite is designed for business users - in government organizations, non-profits, and in all types of businesses and industries. Create and maintain a culture of performance through managing metrics, scorecards, dashboards, initiatives, and plans. Easily adapt and respond to constantly changing business needs - without relying on your IT department.